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【附件】  

香港童軍總會九龍地域 

2020年步操比賽暨童軍大會操步操比賽選拔賽 

步操比賽口令表 

甲部（制服檢查） 

程序 口令 備註 

1. (Stand by) 

2. Form two RANKS 

(*C/B in advance & centre in front of the squad.) 
Colour at the carry 

3. Dressing, in two ranks, right DRESS 

4. Eyes FRONT 

5. (Squad Commander report on inspection) 

-Good morning Sir / Madam, No. “X “ Squad is now 

ready for your inspection, Sir / Madam, please 

Colour at the order 

6. (Start of Uniform inspection) Marks are taken by judges 

7. (Squad Commander report off inspection) 

-Sir / Madam, may I have your permission to carry 

on, Sir / Madam, please 

8. Form three RANKS Colour at the carry 

9. Dressing, in three ranks, right DRESS 

10. Eyes FRONT 

11. (Squad march off and prepare for the next part) March to the position specify 

 

乙部 

程序 口令 備註 

（旗手須於指定位置稍息[Stand at ease] 而毋須參與乙部1-6項動作） 

1. (Squad Commander report for the competition) 

-Good morning Sir / Madam, No. “X “ Squad is now 

ready for competition, Sir / Madam, please 

Colour at the order 

2. Squad will march on, by the right, quick MARCH Commander stands on a 

position specify 

3. Squad HALT 

4. Dressing, right DRESS 

5. Eyes FRONT 

6. Stand at EASE 

7. ALERT / ATTENTION / Squad SHUN 

8. March on the COLOUR 

(C/B marches to advance & centre of the squad) 
Colour at the carry 

9. General salute, SALUTE Lowering the Colour 

10. Turning, move to the right in threes, right TURN  
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程序 口令 備註 

11. By the left, quick MARCH 

12. LEFTWHEEL 

13. Turning, squad will advance, left TURN (By the right) 

14. Eyes RIGHT 

(C/B lets the Colour fly) 

15. Eyes FRONT 

16. Turning, move to the right in threes, right TURN (By the left) 

17. LEFTWHEEL 

18. LEFTWHEEL 

19. LEFTWHEEL 

20. Squad HALT 

21. Turning, squad will advance, left TURN 

22. Dressing in open order, right DRESS 

23. Eyes FRONT 

24. 

 

General salute, SALUTE 

(After lowering the Colour, C/B returns the Colour to the 

order) 

Lowering the Colour 

25. Stand at EASE 

(C/B stand at ease at the same time) 
 

26. ALERT / ATTENTION / Squad SHUN Colour at the carry 

27. (Squad Commander asks for permission to march off) 

-Sir / Madam, may I have your permission to march 

off, Sir / Madam, please 

(Commander then marches to position in front of C/B  

and faces to Advance) 

28. Dressing in close order, right DRESS 

29. Eyes FRONT 

30. Turning, move to the right in column of route, right 

TURN 

Commander and C/B march 

to “Right in Threes” position 

31. Squad will march off, by the left, quick MARCH 

32. LEFTWHEEL 

33. LEFTWHEEL 

34. By the right, eyes RIGHT 

(C/B lets the Colour fly) 
Commander salutes 

35. Eyes FRONT 

36. (Squad will march to the exit) 

*C/B –Colour Bearer (旗手) 

 


